Choice Board – Grades 6, 7, and 8 Select and complete 1 activity per day from the choice board below.
ELA

Make A List
Paper option: notebook or copy paper
Digital Option: Google Docs
Your task: List three characters in a recent or
selected novel. Describe their physical
appearance, importance to the story, and
character traits.
You should:

Social Studies

Vocabulary Flash Card
Paper option: index cards or list on sheet of
paper
Your task: Create 3 to 5 vocabulary cards of
current events and/or weather terminology
impacting our geographic location.
You should:
●
Write the vocabulary word on the
front of the card
●
Give a complete definition of the
word on the back of the card
●
Reference the vocabulary word on
the back of the card. (i.e. WTOC)
●

RI-1

(i.e.) CAT 5- the highest classification on a
hurricane scale, storms with sustained winds
over 156 mph.

Math or Science
One Pager

Math or Science
Comic Book / StoryBoard

Paper option: a sheet of notebook or copy
paper
Digital option: Sparkposter
Your task: Create a poster about your
assigned topic.
You should:
●
Fill up the entire space you have.
●
Have one major illustration.
●
Include 2 pieces of important
information 1 related to the illustration
●
Must have title
●
Use lots of colors!
S6E5, S7L3., S8P1.
MGSE6.NS.2, MGSE7.NS.1, MGSE8.EE.8

Paper option: notebook or copy paper
Digital option: Storyboardthat.com
Your task: Determine the 4 most important facts
and create an illustrated summary.
ð Turn your page sideways and divide the page
into eight panels, like this:
ð Dedicate one panel per concept.
ð At the top or bottom of each box, write your
caption in complete thoughts.
ð Illustrations for each panel should be
meaningful and colored.
S6E5, S7L3., S8P1.
MGSE6.NS.2, MGSE7.NS.1, MGSE8.EE.8

Math or Science
Thinking/Concept Map

Math or Science
Game Cards

RHSS4

ELA

Paragraph Summary
Paper option: notebook paper
Digital option: Google Slide
Your Task: Write a one-paragraph summary of
a recently selected novel, and share on a slide
with a classmate.
You should:
●
Add an image of the book cover or
draw
●
If possible share with a classmate or
friend to review

W6,W10
ELA
Vocabulary
Paper option: notebook or copy paper
Digital option: Google Slides
Your task: Choose five interesting or unusual
words from your recent or selected book. Create
a semantic map for each, including definition,
the word in a sentence, related words, and
synonyms.
You should:
●
Create one semantic map per word
on each slide or half a sheet of paper
for each word
L4

Social Studies

Business Card
Paper option: copy paper or notebook
Digital option: Google Slide
Your task: Create a business card for a
person
currently holding a governmental position in
Chatham County.
You should include:
●
Name of Individual
●
Title
●
Address of office
●
Phone number
●
Email address/web page
●
Description of service rendering
●
Logo / motto
RHSS7
Social Studies
Cinquains
Paper option: notebook or copy paper
Digital option: Google Slide
Your task: Cinquains are identification
poems. These short poems are designed to
capture the ‘main idea’ of a person or
concept. Choose any two p
 eople from your
notes/reading/historical time period and write
a cinquain about each.
Your poem should follow this format:
Line 1- One word (Person/subject)
Line 2- Two words that describe
Line 3- Three action words about what the
subject did
Line 4- A four or five-word phrase describing
the subject.
Line 5- One word that could be another name
for the subject. WHST2

Paper option: notebook or copy paper
Digital option: ConceptMap
Your task: Use your notes from your
notebook to create a flowchart, concept map,
Venn diagram, or double bubble map
You should:
□ Write the topic in the center,
and take notes on topics
connected to the main idea.
□ For the topic
●
Include two supporting details
●
Include one illustration for the topic
S6E5, S7L3., S8P1.
MGSE6.NS.2, MGSE7.NS.1, MGSE8.EE.8
Math or Science

Crossword Puzzle

Paper option: notebook or copy paper
Digital option: Crossword puzzle maker
Your task: Create a crossword puzzle using
concepts, terms, and examples from this
topic.
ð Choose eight terms from this unit.
ð Use scratch paper to figure out how you
can write the words in criss-cross
combinations.
ð Copy the finished blank grid onto a sheet of
notebook paper, numbering your across and
down words.
ð Write a clue for each of your eight items
(fill-in-the-blank, question, definition, etc.)
under, across or down.
ð Provide an answer key
S6E5, S7L3., S8P1. MGSE6.NS.2, MGSE7.NS.1,
MGSE8.EE.8

Your task:
Create game cards to use in playing a
board game.

□ Title your page with the name of your game.
□ Write 8 different questions to be answered
about the topic. Write the questions flashcard
style – question on the front, answer on back.
□ Write 2 obstacle/help cards. These are
situations that can cause bad things or good
things to happen to a player. They must relate to
the topic. You must include at least one of each.
S6E5, S7L3., S8P1.
MGSE6.NS.2, MGSE7.NS.1, MGSE8.EE.8

Math or Science
Remix a popular song
Paper option: Rewrite lyrics to a popular song
Digital option: Perform the remix
You should:
-Choose a song to rewrite – it must rhyme. You
need to include the original lyrics, which must be
appropriate for school.
-Rewrite the lyrics to include at least four pieces
of information about your topic.
-Write at least one verse and a chorus.
S6E5, S7L3., S8P1.
MGSE6.NS.2, MGSE7.NS.1, MSE8.EE.8

